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Training is important to achieve success and reach the destination you desire. This book was

created to be a training tool for traders looking to perfect their awareness of spotting the right swing

chart setups. It was developed so you can learn what a healthy chart looks like, when to enter a

stock, when to exit a trade, and train your trading game to be the best it can be! Just like super star

athletes train and work on building their muscle memory so that they can use these tools at any

given time when they need them most. They spend thousands of hours perfecting a twist of the wrist

or the torque of the foot to get everything running at optimum performance so that they can be the

best. Thatâ€™s what this book is all about â€“ to improve and train your swing chart reading skills so

that you can spot healthy charts ready to breakout. By looking at hundreds of charts and studying

their movements, it will give you a grasp of price action and healthy moves in the market. Learning

this skill and making it second nature will give you the skills you need to naturally execute the buy or

sell order with little to no hesitation.
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I think that the idea for this book is solid; A chart book of price and volume behavior to help you to



make better trades. However the execution of this book is poor. Sasha has cherry picked charts

from the recent bull market. Almost all of the charts in this book show steadily rising prices with a

few shallow pullbacks. That's great, but bull markets don't last forever. There was no effort by the

author to show declining chart patters (what does a bear market look like? -1 star). There was no

effort to show price action as it moves from trending to consolidation and what to do about it -1

star.Sasha has a basic if solid foundation of tape reading skill, he is still missing pieces to his game.

He concentrates on spikes in volume, but not all surges in volume with increase in price spell

success just like all downward moves in price with large volume do not spell doom -1 star. Those

are general guidelines only.Price action is also not only about volume but how the price reacts to

that volume. Does the price increase rapidly with a surge of volume or does it stall. Does price

spread increase when approaching an old high with increase in volume or does is shrink? What is

the range of the day, where is the close?And very importantly what is the context of the current price

action in comparison to previous price action. Reading price action is not reading volume spikes

alone, the context and price behavior is vitally important.I would give this book to a person who is

brand new to tape reading, you could learn some of the bones from this book, but the heart is

missing. A chart book is a great idea but someone else with more experience is needed to bring a

book like that to life.

The author talks about pattern analysis in the text, but the only patterns in the book are trend line

breaks, and they are all long positions, no shorts. The charts are not named nor are the setups

described, so therefore there is no index, so in turn it makes it a poor reference book. Itâ€™s OK, if

you want to study each chart and look for patterns, but itâ€™s not in color, so that makes it a little

harder to read. All the stock patterns shown are uptrends with notes to buy in the dips and buy/sell

when the trend lines are broken. Nothing new, just the authors way of trading which may not be

applicable to others.

This "book" consists of roughly ten pages of undistinguished text followed by roughly 100 pages of

charts with annotations on them. How this dizzying and repetitive display is to help you in trading is

anyone's guess. I concluded that the money making setup (of the title) was to download a mess of

charts, scribble on them, and package them up for the unsuspecting out there. And I was the setee.

This "book" has no table of contents and no index. Caveat emptor.

Lots of charts. But this book would have been just fine with just 50 charts. The rest is just a filler



since the basic idea keeps repeating itself over all 245 charts in the book. Looked over 40 charts

and pretty much got the idea. Thats why I only gave 3 stars.

It is very obvious that the author just randomly pick some stock and explain its history price

movement with some random technical analysis , with senseless annotations and undistinguished

text. Everyone can draw some random lines in the chart, there is zero evidence that the author can

really trade. Trust me, anyone with some common sense would not value this book.

Just got my copy early this morning and it's been a page turner. I am visual learner and I usually

prefer video tutorials but I found this book very easy to learn from as you get to see the actual charts

and study the setups through the comments and annotations written therein. I actually think that this

is probably better than watching a video because of the straight-forward nature of this book.... you

see a chart and the setups, and you read the annotation which explains everything you need to

know about a particular chart. As I go back and forth on the book and my charting platform, I realize

that I would remember setups that I saw on the book and makes it easier for me to see potential

bullish and bearish setups even before I begin plotting trend lines. It's freakin' awesome, really. I

think the biggest thing that I've learned from this book so far is to pay really close attention to the

volume. Of course, this is as fundamental as it gets in stock trading but this book helped me realize

how important it is to pay attention to the volume very closely. I'm loving this book. I hope Sasha will

soon release a similar chart book for Day Trading.

Great examples of lots and lots of charts! Information is awesome! I have traded over 10 years and I

was absolutely clueless regarding technical analysis. Thank you for keeping it simple! My

understanding of the charts used in this book is helping tremendously.

an easy way to study charts without them moving. I can sit down and get a real vision of the stock

and they are pretty much up to date. a good tool for studying. I use scottradeELITE charts and

compaire them to the ones in the book, but i would like for each chart to give a time period.. I love

Sasha's videos on YouTube. The videos are sharp and the voice is clear.
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